Presentations: Works-in-Progress

Price Room 150

I. “Interprofessional Team Health Care and Training for Third Year Medical Students: Using a Facilitated Simulated Family Meeting to Disclose a Medical Error”

Principal Investigators: Hai Jung Helen Rhim, M.D., M.P.H., Miriam Schechter, M.D., Michael Rinke, M.D., Ph.D.

II. “Implicit Bias Recognition and Management: Teaching the Next Generation of Physicians”

Principal Investigator: Cristina M. Gonzalez, M.D., MEd

Moderator:
Ellie Schoenbaum, M.D., Division Head, Division of Education, Department of Epidemiology & Population Health

Price Room 351

I. “Formation and Assessment of a Novel Bideo Surgical Atlas for Medical Students”

Principal Investigators: Hsueh, Wayne / Gibber, Marc
Co-investigators:

II. “Use of Virtual Reality to Improve Medical Students' Competency in Eye Examination”

Principal Investigators: Rosenberg, Jamie / Srivastava, Anurag

Moderator:
Paul R. Marantz, M.D., M.P.H., Associate Dean for Clinical Research Education
Presentations: Works-in-Progress

Price Room 451

I. “History of Medicine Curriculum”

Principal Investigator: Slosar-Cheah, Magdalena
Co-investigators: Nosanchuk, Josh / Pirofski, Liise-anne

II. “Will Use Of The IPAD Improve Recognition and Interpretation of Radiologic Findings in Third-Year Medical Students?”

Principal Investigator: Stein, Marjorie / Frank, Susan
Co-investigators:

Moderator:
Pablo A. Joo, M.D., Assistant Dean, Office of Medical Education

Price Room 551

I. “Development of an Innovative Hematology Course Blended Learning Curriculum Utilizing An Active Learning Flipped Classroom Model”

Principal Investigator: Schusterman, Michael / Murakhovskaya, Irina.

II. “CHEF: Cooking Healthily, Efficiently And Fresh”

Principal Investigator: Carol-Jane Segal-Isaacson, Ed.D.

Moderator:
Felise B. Milan, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine, Department of Medicine